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A single Ism
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Till now we have been dealing with simple
single word isms as Mawsoof as well as
Sifah, like the above example.
We had studied that the Mawsoof Sifah chain
needed the following conditions,
1. Both isms
2. 4 properties match
3. One ism is describing the other
This is true for simple isms being chained
together

But when we see an ism in nakirah with tanveen in
fully flexible isms or no al in partly flexible isms and
then they are followed by a HOJ and its ism majroor
then
we assume that the Common ism becomes mawsoof
and the HOJ fragment coming after the nakirah Ism
becomes the sifah. The sifah is no longer a simple one
word ism but an HOJ fragment
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not a
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So now you have

Mawsoof (ism in nakirah) + HOJ fragment (fee mahalliR/N/J)
= Mawsoof Sifah fragment

Now in the example we did previously, can be an example of
the Nakirah Mawsoof being in Rafa status and the HOJ fragment
being the Sifah has to be Rafa but the problem is it cannot show
it’s status.
So in order to solve this problem we apply the concept
of FEE MAHALLI which makes us visualize the HOJ fragment as a
whole word in Rafa status as it is in place of Rafa because the
whole fragment is acting as a Sifah coming after a Rafa Mawsoof

ِ ِّمَن ا
هلل

t
Fee Mahalli Rafa

MS FRAGMENT

سْوٌل
ُ َر

In Rafa Status

ِ ُِّمَن أ َنْف
سِهْم

Fee Mahalli Nasb

سْوًال
ُ َر

In Nasb Status

MS FRAGMENT

So in the above case because the Nakirah Ism which is Mawsoof
because of the HOJ fragment after it is in Nasb status so there
fore following the previous example the status of the HOJ
fragment will be FEE MAHALLI NASB as it is sifah

ِِّمَن اْلَقْرَيت َْني

َرُجٍل

Fee Mahalli Jaar
In the Jaar Status

MS FRAGMENT

So in the above case because the Nakirah Ism which is Mawsoof
because of the HOJ fragment after it is in Jaar status so there
fore following the previous example the status of the HOJ
fragment will be FEE MAHALLI JAAR as it is sifah

Conditions of HOJ Fragment as Sifah

Not every HOJ fragment will be a Sifah. r
There are certain conditions that need to be met
in order for an HOJ fragment to qualify as a
Sifah in a Mawsoof Sifah fragment. They are as
follows,
1. Only when the Ism which is Mawsoof will be Nakirah (common)

2. Only when the HOJ Fragment is after the Nakirah Ism

3. Only if it makes sense

MS Fragment

?

ت
ٌ ت َبِّين َا
ٌ ِفْيِه آَيا

The HOJ Fragment is not after
the Nakirah Ism

